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“Then I was standing on the highest mountain of them all,
and around and about me was the whole hoop of the world...
I was seeing in a sacred manner the shapes of all things in the
spirit and the shapes of all shapes as they must live together
like one being. And I saw that the Sacred Hoop of my people
was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight
and as starlight and in the centre grew one almighty
flowering tree to shelter all the children of one Mother
and one Father, and I saw that it was holy.”
(From the vision of Nicholas Black Elk Lakota Holy Man: 1863 - 1950)

It’s snowing in Ulaanbataar, and here in
Wales the sky is heavy, dark and the rain is
pounding upon my roof... we seem to be
on the unavoidable move towards winter in
the North-lands, another winter in a long
series of winters that stretch back before humans were here, and
which will continue long after we have passed as a species.
And with the darker skies, and shorter nights of this time of the
world, we look at some of the deeper, darker aspects of
shamanism in this issue of Sacred Hoop, the nature of the spirits
and how many spirits are worked with for cursing and warfare
In Native American and other cultures, the darker times were
the times for craftwork, and so it is fitting to have articles on the
making of shamanic ritual clothes - ‘armour’ - and on the spirit
dolls found around the Mongolian region. I have been making an
ancestor doll myself in recent days, representing a direct eighth
generation Grandfather, a blacksmith on the Welsh borders.
Craftwork is good for the soul, so I hope the articles inspire you.
And we have articles about the majestic ‘Standing Nation’,
trees, and how their spirits intermingle with our own in so many
ways, as well as about those little members of the Creepy Crawly
Nation, spiders, and how shamans of the Himalayas work with
them as spirit helpers in Soul Retrieval work. Shamanism is neverendingly inventive and there are always things to explore that
dazzle and surprise us.
We all move into winter in our lives too, and so we look at the
nature of Psychopomp work and how it can bring closure to the
souls of the dead.
And I have two articles about Mongolia as well, one about my
recent travels there with traditional shaman friends, and one they
asked me to write about how we can build our power by
developing merit. May all our actions bring....
....Blessings to all Beings
Nicholas Breeze Wood

Facebook Group: 3Worlds Shamanism
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Contrasting
the

Spirits

Mary Courtis
The first of three articles which
discusses the difference between
the spirits found within Core
Shamanism and Traditional
Shamanism; and how Core
Shamanic practitioners may
encounter spirits that don’t
understand the Core Shamanic
way of practising

As an anthropologist, I have been
struck by the differences I see
between indigenous Traditional
shamanism and Core shamanism
for many years.
Indigenous, Traditional
shamanism centres on specific
customs and ceremonies, long
associated with a particular culture,
geography, and spirit world; while in
contrast, Core shamanism focuses
on - as the anthropologist Edward
Bruner put it - ‘Universal, or near
universal shamanic methods. The
specific intent of this approach is to
practice a methodology which is the
common property - by heritage - of
all humans.’
Although some Traditional
shamans and their communities
have been supportive of Core
shamanism, others are made
uneasy by its practices and values.
Debra Chesnut, a friend of mine
who has been teaching Core
Shamanic workshops in Alaska for
many years, recently told me that
her Inuit students were shocked by
the casual way that drums were
treated during sessions and
ceremonies. They feared that the
spirits of the drums might retaliate.
Other indigenous people find
the emphasis upon method in Core
shamanism to be misguided and
offensive.
Ohki Siminé Forest - who is of
Canadian Mohawk descent - for
example, states that it is necessary
to discern: ‘Between what is fake
and what is true, between fake and
real shamans, between good
practices and hazardous ones.
‘There is so much shamanic
‘stuff’ out there. Some of it makes
my hair stand on end, each time I
hear stories of people receiving
inadequate practices improperly
imparted.
‘Just the fact that these ancient
practices are announced as ‘power
animal techniques’ is a good sign
of a lack of true appreciation;
divesting these noble traditions of
their sacredness.
‘The Spirit Animal teaching is
one of the most sacred matters for
us and is, by all means, a way of
living and of finding our soul.
‘Describing our very soul as a
‘technique’ is, therefore, aberrant
and totally out of place.
‘I often meet people who have
attended such seminars and
workshops, and I always hear the

same story. The teaching material
of the ‘so-called’ shamanic
practitioners imparting these
seminars consists of an
Americanised, or Westernised form
of the power animal and spiritual
journeys - probably copied from
ancient knowledge - but which has,
without a doubt, suffered a process
of serious injury.’
What accounts for this tension
between Core shamanism and
Traditional shamanism?
Is it simply a matter of one
being true, and the other being
false? Or is there perhaps
something more complex and
profound going on?
One common and long-standing
assumption about shamanism is
that, despite differences in style,
methods, and geography, Traditional
shamans and Core shamanic
practitioners work primarily in the
same ways and realms, and with the
same kinds of spirits.
However, suppose that this
assumption is wrong.
Suppose that Traditional
shamans and Core shamanic
practitioners are actually working
with very different kinds of spirits
and journeying in separate realms.
A review of the ethnographic
literature suggests striking
differences between the two groups.

A friend of mine, teaching
Shamanic workshops in Alaska
told me that her Inuit students were
shocked by the casual way drums
were treated during sessions and
ceremonies. They feared that the
spirits of the drums might retaliate
For example, while shamans
everywhere typically perceive the
universe as being organised into
three levels - Upper, Middle and
Lowerworld - core shamanic
practitioners do not journey into
each of these realms equally.
As Michael Harner put it: ‘The
shaman’s helping spirits are
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Shaman Curses
and Shaman Wars

Left: female
Tuvan shaman
wearing a
shaman’s apron
with a stylised
rib design
as part of
her armour

Exploring the Darker Side of Eurasian Shamanism
There often seems to be a common
New Age misunderstanding in the
West about shamans and
shamanism, namely that shamans
don’t enact violence of any kind,
don’t curse, don’t use magic to
destroy, and instead, only do
healing work.
Whereas, this may indeed be
generally true of modern western
Core shamanic practitioners, it is far
from the truth within Traditional
shamanism; as cursing may be a
fairly large part of many traditional
shaman’s roles, as too will warfare
be at certain times - either against
other shamanic groups, or against
regional or national enemies.
As the article in this issue by
Mary Courtis explains, the spirits
worked with by Traditional shamans,
often vary greatly with the spirits
encountered by Core shamanic
practitioners. Traditional spirits can
often be aggressive and violent, and
especially so if the spirits are the
ancestor-spirits of former warriors.
Many aspects of Traditional
shamanism have a martial quality;
shamans wear ritual clothes, which
are generally refered to as their
‘armour;’ they often carry ritual
weapons of one sort or another,
and they are also generally
prepared to fight hostile spirits they
encounter, which Core shamanic
practitioners are less prone to do.
The Siberian Evenk people from whom the word ‘shaman’
originates - call this shamanic
warfare k`imun, which means
‘hostility.’ It may occur between
individual shamans, who have taken
offence in some way, or be more
systematic between groups.
They also generally do not
hesitate to curse people, which is
often part of the service they
provide to their community; and
unlike the spirits of Core shamanism
- which are generally considered to
be wholely compassionate - their

spirits often won’t bat an eyelid if
called upon to perform aggressive
acts, which many in the West would
find unethical.
Shamans - either individually or
as a group - may well fight to
display their magical power, or to
put the competition out of
business so as to get more
‘customers’ themselves. They
may also retaliate over a perceived
slight or insult.
When the fighting is connected
with displays of magical power, it
sometimes becomes almost a
sort of ritualised warfare,
although still none-the-less
hazardous.
Several years ago the
editor of Sacred Hoop was
invited to attend a ceremony
in Western Mongolia where a
gathering of shamans were
coming together to ‘out
magic’ each other, attacking
other shamans and their
spirits there, in a sort of
‘shamanic wrestling match,’
displaying their magic - and their
skills in self-protection - openly;
attempting to ‘steal power’ from,
and defeat the other shamans
attending.
METHODS OF WARFARE
Shamans fight and curse by means
of many different techniques, both
ritually magical - such as
performing ceremonies - or more
classically shamanistic methods such as by means of spirit flights
and shamanic journeys.
Space is too limited here to go
into detail about specific methods,
and methods will vary greatly
anyway between tribal groups and
shamanic lineages, as cursing and
warfare happenes in all shamanistic
groups, both within the heartland
of shamanism in Siberia and
central Asia, and also in the
separate, and culturally unrelated,
shamanic traditions of Amazonia.
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Scent of the

Ponderosa
The Magic of Talking With Trees

Winter Ross

The ponderosa pine called to me
as I tramped down the hill from my
evening hike.
The call came like butterscotch
incense. As a person with
synesthesia, I experienced the
scent not only as a song, but as a
warm touch. The tendrils of
perfume were fingers beckoning
me down the trail. I followed my
nose until I found the source,
nearly 50 feet away.
How had I walked right past this
magnificent being on my way up?
I learned the joy of ‘treehugging,’ specifically ‘ponderosa
hugging,’ from a Mormon Sierra
Club activist... an unusual
combination - surely he was a
closet neopagan... during a
wilderness training on Utah's
roadless wilds twenty years ago.
To get the whole, sweet
experience of the tree's scent, he

had me burrow my nose into
cracks between the burnt orange
plaques of bark.
I was hooked, and rarely pass
up the opportunity to kiss a
ponderosa pine, even though I
often inhale spider webs and bark
beetles along with the treat.
Trees communicate through
phytohormones, which release
volatile chemicals into the air.
When attacked by blight or bug,
trees can produce herbicide, or
pesticide-like substances that
protect them. These chemicals are
transmitted through the air to
neighbours who can begin their
own production before the disease
or pest reaches them.
Studies of these hormones are
relatively new, so we don't know how
sophisticated the language is. But a
plant may have as many as three
thousand chemicals in its vocabulary.

Plants, like us, produce
neurotransmitters: dopamine,
serotonin, and glutamate. They
have memories of a sort, and seem
to learn. They are conscious of
their bodies in space. And yes,
they experience pain. Could the
sweet smell of new-mown grass be
a scream?
Trees also speak through
electrical pulses. Plant signalling
pioneer Ted Farmer discovered that
plants can transmit information via a
voltage-based system, somewhat
analogous to the animal nervous
system. ‘There are lots of interesting
parallels.’ Farmer says, ‘There are
far more parallels than differences.’
Forest ecologist Dr. Suzanne
Simard is known for her research
with mycorrhizal networks. She
tracks a ‘fungal internet,’ in which
information is passed from tree to
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Travelling
beneath the Bear
A Shamanic Pilgrimage to the
Remote Deserts of Western Mongolia
Part One - Ulaanbaatar

Nicholas Breeze Wood

Top of page:
a Buddhist
Garuda dance
mask
Above: the
constellation
of the Plough

Right: ancient
and modern
stand together
in Ulaanbaatar
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Arriving in Gatwick Airport in
London, around midnight on a
Sunday night, for a 6am Monday
morning flight to Istanbul - the first
leg of my journey to Mongolia - had
a slightly surreal quality to it.
For weeks the British news had
been full of stories about how
flights had been cancelled due to
the airport being short-staffed, and
about how huge the crowds were.
And yet, as I sipped a coffee and
waited for my flight, the airport was
deserted; within the huge
departure lounge there could not
have been more than twenty
people. Flights at that time on a
Sunday night are apparently
curtailed, so that the noise levels
for local inhabitants are slightly
more tolerable.
Then a stop-over in the utterly
massive, and insanely dreadful
consumerfest that is Istanbul airport.
This gave me the feeling that all of
the levels of Dante’s Inferno had
been pressed together, to form one
giant level, filled with an endless
opportunity to buy a million versions
of things that no sane person would

want. And then, finally onto an
overnight flight to Ulaanbaatar.
Flying over the deserts of Central
Asia, I dozed on the plane. I would,
from time to time, wake and look out
to the land below, to tiny pockets of
earth-stars which showed
settlements and small desert towns,
and at one time, out directly to the
seven stars of the constellation I
know as the Plough, hanging in the
sky, impossibly bright.
I took this as a good omen, as
these seven stars are hugely
important to the shamans of
Mongolia. Known by many people
as the Great Bear, the Big Dipper and in Britain generally as the
Plough - symbolism of these stars
are incorporated into some
Mongolian shamanic ceremonies,
as well as into folk traditions across
the whole of Asia; I once owned a
centuries old Chinese sword called
a ‘seven stars sword,’ which had
seven circles of brass set into the
steel blade to represent them.
I had been resting my forehead
on the plane’s window, and had
opened my eyes to see the stars
hanging there in the sky, so bright,
directly in my line of sight; it was
extraordinary.
Ulaanbaatar was busy and
exciting. The airport is outside the city
some way, and my friends - Aminaa
and Huyagaa - met me - together
with the four other people who had
come early with me - and drove us to
the hotel where we were going to
stay for a week. Ultimately, we
would be a party of nine - four from
Britain, one from Iceland, two from
Australia and two from the USA.
We were there to travel with
these two traditional Mongolian
shamans, while they went across
to the far west of Mongolia and
back on a pilgrimage - a drive of
some 5,000 km (3,000 miles) - in
order to perform important spirit
honouring ceremonies there. On
the way we would get to see the
landscape, meet up with nomads,
talk ‘shamanic-shop,’ and receive
and share shamanic teachings.
But that pilgrimage started in a
week’s time, and first - those of us
who had come early - had a week
in Ulaanbaatar, so we could hit the
numerous shamanic supply shops,
visit Buddhist temples and attend
some shamanic and Buddhist
ceremonies that my friends had
arranged for us to be part of.

Once upon a time, there were eight orphan brothers. They
were reknown across the whole land, as had been gifted
with many skills. The Khan and his wife the Khatun ruled
the land, and it was peacefull, but one day, a
great monster came and stole away the Khatun.
The Khan asked the eight brothers to bring her
back and said: “If one of you succeeds to rescue
my beloved, I will give a golden arrow".
The brothers went out to seek out and
rescue their Khatun. They travelled far,
and searched and searched for two
days and three nights. In the middle of
the third night, at last, they found and
killed the monster and brought
her safely back to the arms
of her beloved Khan
The Khan was grateful,
and he called to his officials
bring the goldern arrow, he did
not cut the arrow in eight parts, one each
for the brothers, instead he shot it in the
sky, saying; “he who catches it, can keep it.”
Well, the youngest brother, he caught the arrow as it came
back to earth, but as he did he immediately changed into
the North Star and his seven brothers, in that instant,
changed too, to become the seven gods so they could
visit their younger brother every night.
They became the Doloon burkhan
- the Seven Gods - the stars in
the sky that we know as the
Great Bear, the Big Dipper
or the Plough

The first full day was spent first
visiting the palace of the 8th Bogd
khan, last king of Mongolia who
ruled until 1924, now a museum,
then on to the main active Buddhist
monastery in Ulaanbaatar - the
Gandan Monastery - and finally time
spent shopping in the many
shamanic and Buddhist supply
shops that line a street beside the
monastery. In these shops you can
buy pretty much all you might need
in the way of ritual objects and ritual
offerings, and they are frequented
by the local people, Buddhist monks
and shamans alike.

The second day was a
ceremonial day. We were invited to
attend a Buddhist fire puja in the
hills outside of Ulaanbaatar.
The fire puja - an offering
ceremony - had been arranged by
my friends for family members, in
order to remove obstacles from
them concerning a business deal,
and it was to be performed by
monks from a rural monastery that
lay outside of the city.
In Mongolia, shamanism and
Tibetan Buddhism often merge into
each other, many shamans are also
Buddhists, and some - called
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On The Making of a

Shaman’s
Coat
Susannah
Ravenswing

Above: the
author wearing
her finished coat

32

If you Google images associated
with the term ‘shaman’ you’re likely
to see photos of indigenous people
dressed in curious, long coats made
of bright silk brocades or animal
pelts, often covered with charms,
fringes and streamers. In many
shamanistic cultures, the shaman’s
coat is the badge that signifies that
one has given one’s life to the
spirits in service of the community.
Although the construction and
materials may vary significantly
from one tradition or region to
another, shamans’ coats have in
common their function: to act as
energetic batteries for the shaman
to draw upon, and as spiritual
armour to protect the practitioner
from harmful energies and
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malevolent spirits. One encounters
references to the shaman’s
‘costume,’ comprised of a variety
of elements depending on local
tradition and custom. Central to
this and most universal is the coat.
In the Himalayas and Mongolia,
shamans’ coats are frequently cut
in the style of the deel - a loose
robe-like garment with overlapping
front panels - most often made of
heavy silk brocade. Silk is an
excellent insulator, so this makes
perfect sense.
As one moves northward into
Siberia and the Arctic, the nomadic
reindeer herders and hunters are
more likely to use leather and fur,
the latter often skillfully pieced in

intricate designs. Not only are
these materials warmer, they are
also more readily available in the
vast northern wilderness.
Regardless of the foundational
material, many of these ritual
garments seem to be adorned with
a collection of objects that have
significance for the wearer, and
which can be extremely heavy.
Historically, shamans’ coats
were often made by particular
people who specialised in their
creation, with the recipient adding
talismans, charms, and power
objects over time.
Other shamans, who were also
smiths, were dedicated to the
making of the talismans, bells, and
tiny tools and weapons often added
to the coats.
These specialised crafts have
pretty much died out in some areas
and lineages, and it is now quite
common for the family of the
candidate to commission the coat
to be sewn by particular
seamstresses according to
directions given either by divination,
in dreams, or as guided by the
candidate’s teacher.
I am blessed to have had both
human and spirit teachers;
however, I work in isolation from
any foundational culture.
For fifty years, until my
retirement in 2021, I made my
living as a sacred smith, creating
fine jewelry and ritual tools. I did
this in addition to my shamanic
practice, a calling that my entire life
has shaped me for.
Through the years, I have learned
to trust the guidance of my intuition
and the spirit allies that support me.
At a certain point in my shamanic
work, my spirits informed me that I
needed to make myself a coat,
since I had no supporting family to
commission one for me. I’ve grown
used to such promptings, and
learned to act on them.
After collecting and studying an
extensive archive of images,
depicting modern and historical
shamanic regalia, I began a series
of journeys, asking my ancestor and
ally spirits what would please them.
The journey work I undertook to
seek guidance engaged me with
spirits strongly associated with the
shamanic traditions of Northern
Eurasia: the North Wind, Owl,

Soul Retreival
Techniques
from Bhutan

the
Shaman
and the
Spider
When Padmasambhava first arrived
in the country we now know as
Bhutan, it had a reputation of being
a fearful place that was ‘dark and
barbaric’ a place that Tibetans who were very warlike and fearless
themselves, feared to go.
Now, Bhutan is a peaceful
Buddhist kingdom, renowned for
the work it has done to protect its
environment and its culture, but
back then, 14 centuries ago, it was
a land of wild magic, wild spirits
and wild people.
At that time, the original sacred
traditions of the region, like in Tibet
itself and most of the Himalayas,
was a form of shamanism called
Bön. In the centuries after
Padmasambhava brought Buddhism
to the region, the Buddhists often
did their best to surppress Bön and
gradually, in order to fit in, Bön
changed and became more and
more Buddhist-like.
Now modern day Bön - often
called Yungdrung Bön - is
monastic, has reinvented its origin
story to include a special Bön
Buddha called Tonpa Shenrab
Miwo - which is not actually a
name, but is instead a title,

36
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meaning ‘the best male teacher’ and has become almost
indistinguishable from Buddhism.
But pockets of ancient Bön still
exist, both in Bhutan and in Tibet although not as complete as they
were centuries ago - and these
pockets still practise a ‘folk’
religion, which although often has
Buddhist elements in it, is still
fundamentally shamanistic.
In both Tibet and Bhutan, there
are male shamans called lhapa
[spirit man] or pawo [hero] and
female shamans called lhamo
[spirit woman], pamo [heroine] and
klu-mo [naga woman]. These
names are not the only ones the
shamans are known by, but they
are perhaps the most common.
For Buddhists and Bönpo - the
name practitioners of Bön are
generally known by - alike, the
landscape is teeming with spirits,
many of whom are dangerous,
causing illness, accident and soul
loss, and so each tradition has
methods of countering this threat,
many of them overlapping, as
Buddhism when it came into Tibet
drew a great deal from Bön

Aofguiding
Souls
The Psychopomp’s Help to the Spirits of the Dead

Christine Mark
Most people who gain an
experience of shamanism will also
gain an experience of the existence
of the spirits of the dead.
For some - and I number myself
among them – this comes as a
complete surprise, and quite a
shock, and for others, maybe not
quite such a shock. Maybe a person
was brought up believing in some
sort of after-life; maybe they were
already familiar with the idea of
souls moving on to a place where
they can recoup and regroup; and
once there, consider the endless
possibilities of what a new life
might mean. But for many
people however - at least to
some degree or another finding the dead are ‘people
too,’ can be quite a shock.
I was one of those
shocked, when, as a naïve and
utterly ignorant person, I
undertook a shamanic journey

to the Lower World, and the soul of
a young person - whom I had taught
only the previous week, and who
had since been murdered by his
stepfather - appeared in front of me
and asked me for help. That is the
kind of shock no-one wants to
have. Ever.
My civil partner, Jane, was
herself at that time a newcomer to
this ‘shamanism lark,’ and had no
idea how to help me come to terms
with this, nor any ideas as how to
help me see it in a wider context.
Just for clarification, I will add
here that this all happened in the
late 1980s; so there was no
chance of simply Googling, or
asking on social media, or anything
like that; no mobile phones, no
internet, no computer: no help
easily available at all.
Fortunately, she was able to ask
her ‘this reality’ shamanic teacher, for
help for me, as she was attending a

workshop with him in the near future,
but sadly, however, he had no help
or advice either; he had nothing to
say at all, other than “Wow!”
During that workshop, Jane was
told by her spirit teacher that she
had learned all she could from the
teacher leading the workshop, and
to seek out a new human teacher.
This was easier said than done back
then, but fortunately the teacher
Jonathan Horwitz was just beginning
to run workshops in Britain, and
Jane was on his second ever one
here, and I was on his third.
What Jonathan’s workshops
gave me was an understanding that
shamanism is all about change;
about accepting that change, and
that death is part of life. He
showed me that working with the
spirits of the dead is not a huge
and mighty burden, but a privilege
and a wonderful responsibility.
My own Spirit Teacher said to
me, “You know, if this is just too
hard for you, I can find someone
else to do it,” and so, instead of
moaning and groaning and striking
poses, I knuckled down to learn.
And there is a lot to learn.
I decided that should I ever be in
the position of teaching shamanism
- and psychopomp work in particular
- to others, I would make certain
that people learned with power,
compassion and respect, and also
with the utter understanding that
this is a job like any other.
Over the last thirty years or so, I
have had many adventures working

DOLLS For the

Spirits
Ongods, Mongolian
Shamanic Spirit Fetishes

Above: Darkhad
Mongol shaman’s
ongods Mid C20th
Right: Altai
shaman’s ongod.
Mid C20th
Far right:
detail from Soyot
shaman’s ongod.
The whole ongod
is on the next
page. Mid C20th
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One of the features common to
just about all of the traditions of
shamanism found in Northern
Central Asia and Siberia is the use
of spirit fetishes, often - but not
always - in the form of figures like
dolls or small statues.
These go by different names,
depending on the tribal group, but
the word for them in Mongolia is
ongod, and this - and the related
spelling ongon - have become
words which are slipping in to
Western shamanic terminology too.
An ongod is both a shaman’s
helper spirit, and also a physical
spirit house that the ongod spirit
lives in.
The spirits are more often than
not ancestral spirits of former
shamans, generally shamans in the
family, or extended family lineage
the shaman belongs to; but they
can also include non-human origin
spirits too, such as savdag Earth
Lords and naga water spirits.
Many ongod spirit houses, such
as the examples shown in this
article, have a rough human shape,
but some are just strips of fabric
stitched to a top panel of fabric,
while others are more like cloth
pictures that may have human-like
cloth beings stitched on to them.
Some can be very simply made,
almost crude, while others can be
very elaborate. Most are made of
fabric, some are made from metal
or carved wood.

MAKING MERIT
and training the
MIND
Nicholas Breeze Wood
When I was in Mongolia recently, I
had many conversations with the
shamans as we travelled about the
huge landscape; and one of the
things they kept coming back to,
was the importance of merit.
They were most insistant that
the West needed to pay attention
to it, and kept saying things to me
like; “You need to post about merit,
you need to write about merit, you
need to speak out about merit,
post in your Facebook group, write
an article in Sacred Hoop...” So,
here is my homework.
A week or so after I came back,
I saw an advert on Facebook for a
two day Zoom retreat that I wanted
to attend. In the comments
underneath the post was one from
someone, which went; ‘God, I'm
really envious of people who can
do a two day Zoom retreat, and on
a weekend too for goodness sake,
how do they find the time?’ And
somebody had replied to that, and
said; ‘Be happy for those people,
because that will generate the
merit for you to also be able to
attend things like this.’
For me that beautifully summed
up merit in a nutshell. I had
planned to record a podcast 1 about
merit that very day, and the timing
of seeing that comment, and the
response to it, was so unbelievably
perfect that it made me smile.
Merit can be thought of as ‘right
action,’ acting in alinement with the
Cosmos.’ It is connected to
personal power - windhorse - and
also connected to personal karma,
so it’s a big concept, but it’s a very
important one, and one - as my
Mongolian shaman friends pointed
out - that is central to shamanism.
Merit is central to Buddhism too
of course, but it’s much older than
Buddhism. The Sanskrit word for it
is punya, and the Tibetan word for
it is bsod nams - which thankfully is
pronounced sonam. Sonam is a
Tibetan personal name as well,

parents will call their child Sonam,
which in that context equates to
calling a child ‘Lucky,’ because if
someone has merit, they are going
to have good luck.
As I said, merit is ‘right action,’
doing the right thing. And when we
do the right thing, we put our self in
alignment with - if you will forgive the
term - ‘the Universe,’ and therefore
things come back to us in return.
Performing meritorious actions
will improve our lungta - our
windhorse - and a greater level of
windhorse will attract positive
things to come to us.
Practising good relationship also
means that we don't pick up grib.
Grib - a Tibetan word - is the sort of
every day emotional and energetic
polluting muck we encounter. When
we wade through it, it tends to stick
to us and if we carry a lot of it, it
erodes our windhorse, which in turn
means our life gets to be heavy
going, so that we lack energy, don’t
get the lucky breaks, and things are
generally a struggle.
When we do actions that
generate merit, our windhorse
increases, and doors open for us in
unexpected ways, so that our life
becomes easier. This improvement
may not happen straight away, it
may not even happen in this
lifetime, but it will happen.
Merit - and the higher level of
windhorse it brings us - is like
wearing a super-duper raincoat,
one which stops the smelly, muddy
splashes of grib sticking to us all
over. So it is in our best interest to
generate merit.
So how do we generate the stuff?
Well, we generate merit by our
actions in the world as I said, and
by our thoughts too. But we have to
generate it without being attached
to it; we can't think; ‘Hey, if I do
something really good, it's going to
come back to me like a magic penny.’
If we think like that, it will reduce

any possible merit that we might
actually have accumulated from the
positive act. To generate merit, we
have to do things in an altruistic,
non-attached way.
This is a form of mind-training.
We might start to focus on
developing merit in a conscious
way - doing deliberate kind acts but as we do, it becomes more and
more automatic, until we become
kind-hearted people.
When we are kind-hearted
people, we generate merit by the
kind actions we do naturally,
because we are simply being the
person we truly are inside; the
gaining of the merit is then, not our
aim, and totally irrelevant to us.
And one of the other amazingly
positive things that happenes when
we set out on this mind training
programme is, we become happier,
our mental health improves greatly.
When we have trained our mind
to do things that are beneficial for
other beings, acting that way
becomes natural to us. Then our
life becomes smoother and easier,
and we become happier; and when
we are happier, what we naturally
do benefits others - so it becomes
a sort of positive feedback loop.
So, we aim to live a good life,
doing good acts; but what exactly
does that look like?
Our actions don’t need to be
‘good’ in the normal - polite society
- sense of ‘good.’ Certainly some of
those things are not excluded; for
example, we might want to give up
our seat on the bus for someone,
we might allow someone to be
served before us in a shop, or we
might give to charity.
But the kind of ‘good’ I am
talking about is really beyond those
everyday sorts of ‘good,’ as
gaining merit often does not come
from the acts of ‘goodness’
connected to a societies ideals of
good social behaviour.
Good social behaviour depends
on the culture we are in. In western
culture it might be wearing a suit and
tie on a Sunday - which was one that
was around when I was a child - or
going to church, or keeping the lawn
trimmed, or washing the car... all
those sorts of things, which we are
groomed into thinking makes us
model citizens, do not gain us merit.
We are, of course, kind to other
people and animals - as other

Detail of the
Back of a
Shaman’s
Armour
From a female
shaman [udigan].
Woolen textiles,
reindeer hide
with iron work
Mongolian, but
probably from
either a Soyot
or a Tuvan
shaman.
Early C20th

